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Fourth Oral History I n terview
with
ROBERT KOMER
October 31, 1964
by
Elizabeth Farmer
For the John F. Kennedy Library

What I thought I would do is just to pick up some
cats and dogs of relatively minor items to illustrate my
consistent proposition that Kennedy was interested in every thing that went on, usually had constructive ideas on it,
got involved in just the widest possible variety of situations.
MASSAGING

SUKA~NO

Where I want to pick up the Indonesia story is a f ter we
got the West New Guinea thing settled, and the question then
arose of how we should capitalize on our success.
It has long been an idiosyncracy of mine that in our
preoccupation with other key countries in the world, we hav e
tended to write off Indonesia. This . has partly been because of Sukarno's irresponsibility. But here's a country
of a hundred million people, infinitively rich and highly
strategic in very valuable real estate, oil, tin, rubber,
etc. Somehow, since it never made much of a mark on the
world scene, we tended to neg lect it. One of the thi n g s
about Kennedy that impressed me was that Kennedy was the
first president who saw Indonesia as one o f t he pot ent ially
important countries in the Afro-Asian world.
I t h i nk this
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was an intangible which gained us · a great deal with the
Indonesian government. Sukarno being the vain man that
he is, the Indonesians themselves being terribly prideful,
the fact that Kennedy took a personal interest in Indonesia and its problems and was the first U.S. ~resident
to do so was an intangible benefit of real size.
At any rate, to return to what we did right after New
Guinea, the Indonesians were in one of their periodic
balance of payments crises. I wrote a memo to the President in August 1962 saying that we ought to capitalize on
the New Guinea settlement and suggesting to him one of the
standard Prime Minister's prayers; i . e., a NSAM to State,
Defense, and AID saying, "Let's move toward a new and
favorable relationship with Indonesia now that they are
grateful to us for having brought about the New Guinea
settlement. Let's invest a little money in this place,
which desperately needs it." .The President signed it the
very next day, NSAM 179, to put the word out to the town.
By the middle of October we got back a reply from
State recommending a stabilization program, roll over of .
debts, and in essence giving a pretty reasonable response.
The President okayed that. He said, "Go ahead with the
emergency actions, but let's hold off on the larger investment till we see." In other words, break it up into two
packages.
We did this, and at the end of the year, the President
approved the first big gesture, aseventeen million dollar
loan for raw materials and spare parts to geL.an existing
plant going again. We designed this specifically as a political gesture and to give them an incentive to continue with
the stabilization program. The President was in one of his
economizing moods, I guess, in the aftermath of the AID defeat
of 1962, and he was very cautious about investing
too
much, but he said, "Let's do the things that have to be done
now, and then if this works, we'll push our luck."
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In 1963 we got into another little fracas with the
Indonesians. The contracts for Stanvac and Caltex, which
were the two u.s. oil companies (there was also the British
company of Shell involved) ran out or were up for renegotiation. I forget the exact circumstances, but the Indos
were talking in terms of nationalization. Well, you can
imagine what this would have done to our enterprise of
cementing relations with the Indos. So we jumped in, and
the President sent out Wilson Wyatt, as a special emissary.
I must say this idea of sending out special emissaries,
though it's an anathema to Ellis Briggs and the old line
Foreign Service, has the special cachet needed to get these
things across. Wyatt did a whale of a good job in Tokyo
with Sukarno. They worked out an agreement which was perfectly satisfactory to the oil companies, and they have been
terribly grateful to us ever since. Now, depending on
future relations with Indonesians, these new contracts may
go sour too. But at any rate, it was a very useful thing
to do, and it removed an irritant from our relations in
business out there.
Just afEer this, the Malaysian thing began heating
up. It was apparentfuat the stabilization gambit--a gambit
to turn Indonesia inward and facing up to its economic
difficulty by first going through the stabilization wringer
and then going to a development prog_ram a la India, Pakistan,
etc.--was j ust not going to work out. Instead, Sukarno decided to run another foreign diversion against Malaysia,
which had been cooking along. Yet the thing that impresses
me is that the President was always very resistant to too
many useless, punitive measures involving aid. One of his
last decisions, on the 19th of November, was to approve sixty
thousand tons of PL 480 rice. This didn't cost us anything,
of course, so he found it a useful gesture of the carrot and
stick variety. Along with the sticks we were applying on
Malaysia, let's have a few carrots.
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Of course, the Malaysian affair really got hot after
the President's assassination, so he was not heavily involved in that, but he did, during the formative phases,
do a number of things.
I recall that in early 1963, he made
a very favorable statement about Malaysia at a press conference.
His real view, which was p owerfully influenced by
Averell Harriman, was that it was not a sure thing at
all that Malaysia was going to be a success. It was a thin
hope.
But we all felt that there was probably no better
alternative to work out the balance between Malays and
Chinese in Malaya than ·:.to add on the Borneo territories as
an additional make-weight. The President's chief concern in
this situation was that the British should not create some
sort of an artificial state and then not invest enough in it
(militarily, politically and economically) to make it go,
with the net result that ~would again be o~e of those
problems that was laid on our plate. So the whole purpose
of his policy on Malaysia was _not . to overengage the United
States but to push the British to make the necessary effort
so that it would not end up as a salvage operation for us a
la Greece, etc. He discussed this matter with Macmillan
on a number of occasions.
I note here we didn't really b~gin stepping into the
Malaysian situation until after Malaysia was formed in, I
guess, mid-September of 1963. Then Sukarno threatened to
break all relations with Malaysia and started talking about
confrontation, etc. The President did weigh in immediately
then. He sent a message to Sukarno urging everybody to stand
down and let the art of statesmanship perform its function.
The Filipinos at that time were sort of veering from
the Malaysian side to the Indonesian side because of the
dispute over their claim to a part of Borneo. Kennedy
weighed inthen, with [Diosdado] Macapagal, saying, "Look,
recognize Malaysia, and don't give the Indos the feeling
they've "got you and I, through you, perhaps us." He went
to work on Macmillan, urging Macmillan to give a little
room to Sukarno, to stand down and allow the Tunku to go to
a summit meeting, which was being suggested at that time.
There w.as quite an exchange in those days between late
September and early October with Macm i llan. My own sense
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is that this intervention of Kennedy ' s did _produce a coolingoff period which prevented the initial formation of Malaysia
from triggering something. Of course, November was the end
of his active role in the affair. Ever since then, we have
been pursuing the same policy, which has been to buy time
to keep the parties talking, etc., etc., but it was a continuation of the Kennedy initiative.
INDIAN OCEAN TASK FORCE
Let me turn now to the next thing on the list--a very
brief one. It was what we finally began calling the Indian
Ocean task force. The President had always had in the back
of his mind, as I got it, reservations as to the value of
aircraft carriers in nuclear war. Well, as we looked at the
declining utility of carriers as our own missile and .polaris
forces grew up, some of us began simultaneously looking at
the problem of the real vacuum of u.s. power between Suez
and Singapore. We had the Seventh Fleet in the Pacific, the
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean. We were fully deployed
in support of NATO. But in the whole wide Afro-Asian arc
from Suez to the Far East, we had nothing, the reason being
that this was an admittedly British area of responsibility.
But the British were, in effect, withdrawing from this~ea.
The power that they were able to deploy there after World
War II was extremely limited.
FARMER:
KOMER:

What did they have in the Indian Ocean?

A couple of Commando carriers based at Singapore,
a cruiser, a few frigates--not very much at all.
Another factor came along, which was the Chi
Com attack on India. Ken Galbraith had the idea that if the
Chi Corns attacked with planes on the plain of Assam, the
Indians would need far more air support than they had available. A very good way for us to position air, both to provide a psychological boost to Indian morale and, if necessary,
to intervene ourselves, would be to bring a u.s. carrier into
the Bay of Bengal. We had an exchange of messages on this.
The President was all in favor of the proposition.
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Then came the Chi Co~ truce and their . unilateral withdrawal (I think the 20th of November~-! forget precisely)
which meant the effective end of hostilities. The minute
Ken Galbraith got that word, he sent in a message saying, "I
guess we don't need that carrier any more." The Navy and
Defense Department were extremely reluctant to send it but we
had finally gotten it on its way down from Japan. So we
issued the order to turn around. I very quickly argued that
we should send it anyway, that we might as well get the benefit of the boost to Indian morale and show the Indians the
type of power which was at their disposal, particularly since
there was now no likelihood that we .would get involved in a
shooting war. This was all the more reason to do it. But
by the time Ken Galbraith rethought the problem and came back
in, we had turned the carrier around back to its normal area,
so that never came off.
This did give a powerful fillip, however, to the developing idea that we needed more power in the Indian Ocean
area and that the logical sort was a carrier task force for
several reasons. First, it's not dependent on home bases; it
has the whole high seas to move around in, which means that
it can give you multiple uses. It can be of use to Africa
on the one side, the Persian Gulf area, in defense of Iran,
in defense of Pakistan, in defense of India, in defense of
Burma, all the way around to the Malaysia-Indonesia area, so
it gave infinite flexibility. Second, if carriers were becoming surplus to the nuclear war in NATO, we would have
available forces for conventional application that would not
involve building new carriers. So all these strands came
together, and we suggested to the President maybe what we
ought to move toward was establishing a u.s. naval presence
with some combat deterrent power in the Indian Ocean area.
He jumped on this one with enthusiasm and wrote a letter to
McNamara, I think in July 1963. ·I f I recall correctly, I
d.rafted the letter in which the President said, "Our military
presense in the area from Suez to Singapore is exceedingly
light, and maybe we ought to have a small carrier task forc e
there, if we could do it in a way which would not require
e x tensive bases or gold flow or stuff like that."
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This started off a lot of thinking and movement in the
Pentagon. The Air Force was violently opposed to a new area
of naval power. McNamara wasn't terribly enthusiastic about
the proposition, as I recall, but the first thing we decided
to do was to temporarily send a carri er squadron into the
Indian Ocean which would cruise through the area, sort of
show the flag and get people used to it. We figured this
would take the fl:ak, that this would be. just a temporary deployment. Then the idea was that we wou.ld gradually build
this up. The cruise of the Indian Ocean task force really
didn't come off until early 1964 because then the Concord
Squadron came along--yes, it was in mid-February 1964 we
sent a carrier and a couple of destroyers through. Then we
decided on the Navy recommended cruise of a nuclear-powered
task force which took place mostly in August 1964. That was
the way it went. They just came back to Norfolk, you remember, in early September, and President Johnson was thinking of going down there. At any rate, while the first movement toward the establishment of the u.s. presence in the
Indian Ocean didn't take place until after Kennedy's death,
the whole genesis of the idea was his • . It was a White House
initiative, and it is still being argued against, I understand, over in the Department of Defense, the Air Force, and
elsewhere.
KENNEDY AND THE SHAH

Let me move on from that to Kennedy and the Shah, or
how we created a modern revolutionary monarch from the very
model of a ·.modern Major General. This one started very early
in the Kennedy Administration, when we had some riots in
Teheran which seemed to underline the fragility of the Shah's
rule. It happened, of course, back in the period when we
were setting up "task forces" to do everything. This was a
great worry to the Department of State, which essentially saw
task forces as a dilution of its authority and means of
White House interference in its normal conduct of foreign
policy. In May 1961, after the riots , the President directed
that we form an Iran task force, and I became the White House
man on it.
[Kenneth R.] Ken Hansen of the Bureau of the Budget, who had been out in Iran as head of the Harvard economic
mission, was also on it. We had a great run for our money
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because we posed the basic question.
It was essentially that
the Shah is never going to be able to hold on to his power
and,as a result, we will have chaos unless we get the modernizing revolution going faster, and this must become the .
primary focus of our policy. This business of just accepting
Iran as it is, of giving the Shah mi l itary baksheesh every
time he gets worried about a Russian threat, or an afghan
threat, or an Egyptian threat, or something like that, was
just simply buying us time but not building ~nything. As a
result, the Iranian situation was slowly. deteriorating.
The task force carne up with wh~t I think is the first
real action program toward Iran with any substance that the
United States government has ever had . Before that, we
simply had no coherent rationale for our policy. I think we
ran it through the NSC, because of complaints about not
enough NSC meetings. The President warmly endorsed it, gave
instructions to Rostow that we were to follow through to make
sure that this plan got actually carried out.
Back in those halcyon days,we were terribly discouraged
by the slow pace of the execution by State and the embassy
and the country team. I recall writing a memo to the President in August saying, essentially, we are not doing enough
to support the new [Ali] Amini reformist government that the
Shah had finally put in, and urging that we do a little
forward contingency planning. This eventuated in the President asking Mac Bundy to write the Secre~ary of State saying,
"Look, the President is concerned over the loss of momentum
in Iran of the Amini regime. Let•s have an additional report
of the Iran task force (which was highly offensive to State,
I might say). We want State•s recommendations to the ambassador for further action." Of course, we got a status report and this needled the Department to come up with a few
useful things. I remember commenting to Bundy that we got
more interesting ideas than useful movement as a result of
this follow-up memorandum citing the President•s worries.
We had gotten into the proceeding pretty far in three months
in trying to needle them ourselves.
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The President, I must say, always kept a pretty healthy
interest in the Iranian situat .i .on~ He never explained why,
but he was always good for a letter to the Shah and followed
through magnificently on the question of reform. Once we
got the Shah onto the wicket of running "a white revolution
instead of a red one"--I think that was Amini's phrase, anyhow the Shah borrowed it very quickly--Kennedy must have
written the Shah about a dozen times, or there was an exchange of about a dozen letters and messages between them,
in which the President always emphasized. this reform theme.
The Shah's theme was always a new external threat: the
Russians are giving more aid to the Afghans; I'm worried
about the Afghans in Pushtunistan; I'm worried about the
Kurds; I need more military equipment. The President would
always reply, "You can depend on us. The United States
strategic umbrella in effect is still strong and firm, but
your problem is developing an internal conscensus in Iran,
modernizing the country. The real threat to you is internal,
not external," etc. ; You know, · it's interesting as a case
in--let's call it psychological massage. But i t worked:
the
indication of the personal Kennedy interest, the pleasant
repetition of the refrain. The President always complimented
him on the new reform measures, like the land reform that the
Shah finally borrowed from Amini and earried throqgh. These
things had their effect, and I think t hat now any observer
would call Iran one of the bright spot s in the Middle_ East.
The country is moving. The Shah is~ill worried about external threats and manufactures them when_ they don't exist.
He still asks for military assistance and is still spending
an unconscionable amount of his oil revenues on military
toys which we are willing to sell him .
If we don'~he will
buy them from somewhere else. But essentially we got some
movement.
When we invited the Shah--he came, of course, in April
1962 and the President gave him a big massage--all of these
themes w~re laid out with highly _complimentary references
to the revolutionary monarch, etc. But I recall that just
after the Shah's visit, the President asked me what new
things are we planning to do in Iran, how are we following
up effectively on this visit. This is one of the things he
always did. He kept these matters in his mind, and he
followed th-mugh on them, though of course I ginned up a lot
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of new action. Among other things, we got · Ed Mason to go out
to Iran to look at the Iranian economic situation, which was
not a wholly satisfactory one. I think this had an unusual
effect on the Iranians because Mason in his usual fashion
talked very candidly to them.
Another exercise the President was involved in that
turned out to be extremely useful was our selling the Shah
on a "new look" military establishment. We .finally made a
deal with him whereby if he would cut his forces from about
200,000 inefficient troops down to about 160,000 more efficient troops, thus relieving the local budget burden somewhat and preventing the creeping rise of his military budget (which was, of course, expensive), we would undertake
to provide him a five-year forward commitment in military
aid, including a number of items for which he was desperately
eager.
Julius Holmes played a stellar role in this. He was
the first ambassador, so far one of the really few ambassadors, who was ever willing to take a new look at an existing
major program. As a result, I think Iran has become one of
our more successful exercises in how both to cut down our
military aid and improve the efficiency of the operation.
It's turned out very well.
We have just had recently another step in this direction,
whereby in return for the Shah's agreeing to buy only so
much equipment, we have agreed to give him a combined credit
sales and grant military aid program which reduces the cost
to the u.s. taxpayer substantially and results in a major
gold flow to us, and which still gives us real control over
the Iranian military buildup.
Amini, who was the first reform Prime Minister, resigned in July of 1962. This led to a great deal of concern
on our part. It looked like it might be the end of the
reform period. The President wrote the Shah saying he hoped
this would not mean the end of the reform period and conveying to him as a bonus the details of this multi-year MAP
program which I have described to you, which I think was a
useful psychological input at that time. Then the President,
who was always eager to use the Vice President on these
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exercises in personal diplomacy sent the Vice President on
a tour to the Middle East with Iran bulking large in mind.
The VP went out there, rep3ated the whole reform theme,
etc., etc., as a useful thing to do.
After about August 1962 Iran sort of receded into the
background partly because things seemed to be going fairly
well. The land reform program was started in January 1963,
and the President, I remember, sent the Shah a congratulatory
message sometime in January on getting it started so successfully--! think they had a referendum or something.
I see that in March 1963, . we suggested that our leader
put out a new NSAM saying, "Look, boys, let's review the
Iranian situation and see if there isn't more we ought to
be doing." We got another long report from the State Department; I recall thinking it was terrible and suggesting that
.
we send ~t back and get a better answer.
We did. The next
episode was another letter from the Shah in June 1963, asking for more military hardware. At this time there was this
new Arab Federation, which, by the way, did not add up to a
hill of beans. It fell apart before it · ever got created.
The President, replied to this in July saying, "Look, there
is no real threat from the Arab Federation," again urging
real economic reform as the best medicine for Iran. That
was about the last major involvement of the President in the
Iranian business until November 1963·.
~

We had finally got the ambassador trained to the point
where he was suggesting Presidential letters to the Shah
instead of always worrying about White House interference.
State produced a draft in response to~ his suggestion that
the Shah came over here.
(I note that I thought it was
lousy, too gooey among other things and didn't really face
up to. •
It was a letter without substance). Werewrote it over here. The President's last initiative to the
Shah was a letter on the 6th of November, once again playing the. same theme and reminding the Shah that the Soviet
backdown in the Cuba missile crisis had real implications
for Iran in that it showed that we did have strategic
superiority. So the Shah didn't have to worry so much.
Enough of Iran. Let us move next door.
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THE PUSHTUNISTAN DISPUTE

Another minor league exercise · in mediation among our
friends. This one is a hardy perennial: the Pak-Afghan dispute over Pushtunistan which breaks out periodically in a
big argument over Afghan transit rights through Karachi and
up through the passes into Afghanistan (the normal Afghan
route for most of their foreign trade) . An awful lot of
trade has since been shifted over the past several years to
go through the U.S.S.R. now that new roads and railroads have
been built between Soviet Central Asia a n d Afghanistan. Here
again, in the President's first year in office, we had the
second Pak-Afghan transit dispute blowing up, and I think at
the beginning of September of 1961, the . Afghans hroke diplomatic relations with Pakistan. It was a self blockade. They
refused, in effect, to import their goods through Pakistan.
Of course, all u.s. economic aid going to Afghanistan went
through Pakistan. We were not going to send it through the
U.S.S.R., so this meant, in effect, that Afghanistan was
denying itself u.s. aid as a means of pressure on us to get the
Paks to restore the Afghan consulates and other things which
were the prox imate cause of ~he dispute.
Kennedy jumped right in on this one--this was back in
the halcyon days, too--and sent out [Liv i ngston T.] Libby
Merchant as a personal Presidential emissary. Livvy, who is
rather an old hand, went around to see Daud (Mohammed Daud .
Khan] and [Mohhamed Yusuf] Nairn and then went down to see
Ayub. He came back within a month and said, "None of these
guys have any give. There is really no prospect for successful mediation at this point. I suggest you let me go
back to my post and forget about this thing." In effect, the
United States cannot compromise this dispute; both sides are
too set in their ways to permit any immediate prospect of a
settlement.
So we laid off. But the Afghans kept coming back at us
to weigh in. with our Pak allies. The alternative Kabul was
pressing was to have us ship our aid goods through Iran or
the U.S.S.R. The U.S.S.R. was naturally out, and Iran was a
very long and expensive route. Kennedy's view was why should
we have to pay tribute to the Afghans by paying double for
transporting
our aid to them when they had denied themselves this aid by closing the normal route through Pakistan.
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As a result of our coming back at them with this argument
at Kennedy's request, there was a ·temporary lifting of the
self-imposed blockaae· in early 1962; i t lasted about eight
weeks. But by the end of the eight weeks, despite our suggestion, they started it again. One of the most ridiculous,
self-defeating disputes I've ever seen.

,·..

We got the Shah involved in a mediation effort and constantly built up his ego by suggesting that since he was a
friend of both parties, he was the ideal man · to settle this
thing. This thing lasted almost two and · a half years. The
Shah finally was the one who served as the deus ~ machina
to bring the two parties together when they at last got
bored with the dispute.
When Ayub came over in September 1962this was th~ main
subject of discussion, (just before, the Chi Com attack on
India. If that had happened, of course, there would have
been no other subject of discu~sion). Ayub showed very little
give in talking with the President; he was e x tremely eloquent. They met up in Newport, you may recall; .. it ·was the
second Ayub visit, not the first one with the Mount Vernon
soiree. Then when the GA [U.N. General Assembly] began, the
President saw Nairn, who was the Afghan Foreign Minister and
one of the two key people in the Afghan regime at the time.
He made a strong pitch to Nairn about the self-defeating
nature of the Afghan policy. No progress there either, a
very frustrating thing.
The President kept up his interest in this; we kept suggesting various initiatives, moves and countermoves. He conducted a fair correspondence with King Zahir [Muhammad Zahir
Shah] • We decided we were going to get nowhere with Nairn
and Daud, the strong men, so we had better go behind their
their backs and work on the King directly. This was a slow
starting gambit, but actually it turned out rather well.
The King finally got rid of Daud and Nairn and installed a new
Cabinet, 'which unfroze the dispute. As I recall, the n ew
Cabinet came in early 1963, and the first thing they said to
us was, "Don't push us too hard. If the new Cabinet immediately compromises this dispute, it will look as though
we are just cowards and we will get kicked right out again.
But if you will give us six months or s o , we will work this

-
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thing out."

By golly, they did.

The President wrote King Zahir a third time in June
1963, urging that the dispute which was slowly being compromised by our efforts and the Shah•s mediation efforts
be finally worked out. They were arguing over a communique
or something like that. This time we had invited King
Zahir to come to the United States, and the pitch that the
President used was essentially, "We are looking forward
very much to seeing you in September .
I hope we are not
going to have to spend all our time talking about this dispute." The King got the hint in no unc~rtain terms, and
they finally . did work that out by the middle of 1963.
Kennedy sent out the usual congratulations, he was a
great one for that. The numbe·r of congratulatory messages
we sent exceeds the number of mediatory messages, unfortunately. But that was the end of t h is little episode.
They restored diplomatic relations, as I recall, a few
months thereafter.
Then came King Zahir•s visit here which was quite significant. The President made a great impression on him.
Here was a man whom we had thought more . or less of a figurehead, but who had, in fact, come forward and taken control.
He had disposed of his cousin Daud, and Daud•s half-brother
Nairn. Zahir, in effect decided that he was going to run a
modernizing revolution that was going to make the country
tick and bring Afghanistan out of the 19th Century into the
20th. That•s been going on ever since, and the i~pression
that Kennedy made on him was oneof the indelible things
that had a great deal to do with his deciding to take this
reformist tack and to move on into the new Constitution
(which was just promulgated, I think, a couple of months
ago. It was finally approved by thei r Grand National
Assembly in August or September of this year) • Zahir became
so taken with his reception here that he did make clear to
the President that Afghanistan fully understood the problems
it had being nestled up so close to Mother Russia and being
so dependent on Russia as a result of massive Soviet aid.
(Afghanistan has been about the fifth or sixth largest
Soviet aid client. For a little country that is quite a lot).
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He made very clear that he did not intend to get into too
much of a position of dependence on the U.S.S.R. and that
he thought modernization of Afghanistan was· the best way of
really giving Afghanistan something solid. He did not show
a great deal of give on the Pushtunistan issue, as I recall,
but he sort of made implicitly clear that they wouldn't
overda . it on Pushtunistan. So much for Afghanistan. We
had more to do with Afghanistan in the three years 1961,
1962, 1963 than in the preceding 150 years.
MILITARY AID PROGRAM
Just one more item, Elizabeth. This comes under the
heading of what I at least ·regard as · a failure.
At least
it is one issue that I failed to sell the President on.
It was the whole question of a new look at our military
aid program. You recall that we had a task force before
the New Frontier came in on economic aid. There was
big Presidential board and then we had a major reorganization with [Henry R.] Harry Labouisse and then Fowler
Hamilton. We tried to give a whole new look and in a
sense tried a developmental focus in the economic aid program, .e tc. Very soon after coming on b oard, I sold Mac
and Walt Rostow very quickly on a parallel re-examination
of the military aid program, largely on the ground that
in so many of these key countries we were providing both
military and economic aid, and they were getting in each
other's way . These were mostly underdeveloped countries;
few of them could afford the huge military burden, even
with us providing all the equipment. They had to provide
local currency for pay, quarters, and uniforms,and food,
etc . So my argument was ·. that you ' re only looking at half
the problem if you revamp economic aid without revamping
military aid too. The President was i ntellectually receptive to this argument but never put the same amount of
steam into it or behind it that he did behind the economic
aid turnaround because the military program was not as
vulnerable on Capitol Hill, at least not at that time.
It
has since become just as vulnerable, if not more so.

a
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At any rate, we got the President's okay to set up an
informal inter-agency steering group with myself, Hansen,
and [William P.] Bill Bundy and [Jeffrey C.] Jeff Kitchen
over at State to look at the military aid programs of the
key countries where about 70 per cent . of the money went.
South Korea, the Chi Nats [Nationalist Chinese] , Pakistan,
Greece, Turkey--these are the places where we spend all the
military aid money and where we also have ~ig economic aid
programs. After a great hassle and wrangle over a period
of about three months, we came up with what I thought was
an extremely good report. We put it to the President in
January 1962, along with a very strong recommendation from
me endorsed by Mac that nothing would happen unless he
personally intervened and .said, "Now look, I want some of
the recommendations of this report carried out--force cuts,
cutting back on MAP, shifting of a certain amount of "this
over into economic assistance to the amount feasible • • • • "
The general thrust of the report was t hat in all of these
countries the real threat was more of a subversive internal
one from their failure to make a go o f it as a nation,
rather than the threat of ·overt Chi Com or Soviet attack.
The Korea-type threat to these countries· was just not the
main problem from our point of view. The President bought
this completel~, but Rusk and McNamara were lukewarm about
the exercise. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were flatly opposed to any cuts of any kind in military assistance at
this time--you know the standard demurrer.
The NSC meeting which we had on this in January 1962
was a disappointment to me because the President listened
to all the arguments but did not really engage himself.
We drafted the best thing afterward that we could in the
form of a NSAM saying, "We want further studies on these
problems. Our bias ought to be on the side of revamping
and cutting." But it was not a very powerful document.
In essence the stalling tactics of McNamara and Rusk carried
the day • .
I might say that after that the President got more
interested in these things, and so did Rusk and McNamara,
so that we were moving toward a re-examination of our
posture in Korea, withdrawal of some u.s. forces and a cutback in ROK [Republic of Korea] forces . With the GRC
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[government of the Republic of China] , the . problem was more
complicated because most of the GRC excess was on the offshore islands and was basically a political question. Greece
and Turkey we never got very far with, except the net effect
of the progressive congressional cuts in MAP plus the war
m Vietnam and Laos, which has absorbed so high a proportion
of what we do get that there has, in effect, been a series
of cutbacks in the military aid program very similar to
those that the steering group recommended. The trouble
is that we have made these cuts without having any kind of
a policy~without any kind of a program, without any advance
planning, so we have had all the disadvantages of having
to cut, without any of the advantages of doing it sensibly.
This is very discouraging, and we are mounting right now
another look at these key military aid programs.
FARMER:

You felt that this was a lost opportunity then.

KOMER:

Yes, I felt that this was one of the few cases
where I was urging the President and Mac, who
had a great rapport with the President, that if
they were fully signed on, w~ would ge t ·somewhere. Essentially, I thinkthe President and Mac backed off a bit
because of the strong resistance from the two key guys
(which was a little discouraging because I think the two
key guys did not focus on this probl~m as they should have).
This is one of the cases where they accepted the advice of
their subordinates who were great practitioners of conventional wisdom.
THE BUNDY STATE DEPARTMENT
That covers most of the minor items I wanted to talk
about, but I would like· to end up with . a few remarks on
what to me was a perfectly fascinating device for the execution of Presidential responsibilitym the field of foreign
affairs-~the Bundy staff itself.
I think its relationship
to the President and the way he used . i t is a fascinating
chapter in the use of Presidential power because it was a
rather unique thing.
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I served as Bob Amory's deputy on the . NSC Planning
Board, and for long periods I was · the chief NSC liaison
fellow in CIA. So I had about four years of watching how
the old NSC process, Planning Board, the OCB [Operations
Coordinating Board], etc., worked. It was all form, no ·
substance--to put it crudely. But when we had a new
President come in who was determined himself to place his
strong imprint on foreign policy, he had to have a mechanism to assist him in this process. Kennedy did not have
great admiration for the existing bureau~racy--either the
Pentagon or the State Department bureaucracy--and he naturally
tended to want to have around him a little group of people
whom he could use as his awn instruments in a number of ways.
This was where Bundy ano Rostow carne in. Now I don't know
what the President said to Bundy and Rostow when he brought
them in, but I'm sure he must have said something along these
lines in order to command tale~like t h at.
The second thing that he .did on Bundy and Rostow's
recommendation was, in effect, to abolish the entire
NSC-OCB machinery. A quite elaborate machinery had been
set up in this building of some very practiced bureaucrats who were great people for putting out pieces ofpaper
and staffing out inter-agency concurrence. I don't want to
blame the staff too much because essent ially the failure of
the old NSC-OCB system was the failure of the great departments to play the game. The State Department always resented this NSC structure as an infring ement on its prerogative as pri rnus inter pares in the field of foreign policy .
Therefore, State always took a very negative view toward
inter-agency collaboration in this framework. Now, if you
had had a strong President in Eisenhower with a strong
Special Assistant in Gordon Gray or his predecessors, you
would really have gotten a lot more movement out of the NSC
staff structure. Back in the days when Bobby Cutler was in,
during the halcyon days of the Eisenhower Administration
during ~953-54, then the NSC structure was really jumping
because old Bobby Cutler was a guy who really liked to s t ir
up the animals and had some very strong ideas--a lot of t hem
half-baked I might say--about what ough t to be done. But
that was a period when Cutler at least was trying to ge t
Presidential g overnment going. At any rate, the last four
years, the time when I was involved, it was a shadow organization .
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To shift to the way the President used the Bundy operation, let me just mention when Mac and Walt recruited me,
I wrote them::.a little memorandum (in January just after the
Inauguration) saying, "You fellows are going to be taking
over as Gordon Gray's successors. I served three or four
years in that old machinery which was a period of colossal
and increasing frustration.
I would like to tell you what
I think are the dozen or so key problems the New Frontier
has to get going on in the field of foreign and security
policy." Then I just gave them a three · or four line paragraph about each: reaching a new and tolerable relationship
with Nasser; a new look at the military aid program; revamping of the foreign economic aid approach; doing something with our Indian enterprise; things like that. The
others were fairly standard ones.
By golly, within a week of my sending this memo to
Mac Bundy and to Walt, I got a call from them saying, "Listen,
we think this is interesting, ·would you come over and talk
about it?" So I came over, and the first thing they said to
me was, "We agree so completely with what. you said in your
memo there's no point in talking about that. What do you
think we ought to do with the OCB?" I said, "Chuck it."
We talked a little bit about the structure one needed to put
the President's imprint on policy. After about half an
hour::of extremely friendly talk on this subject, they said,
"How would you like to join us in this enterprise?" I said,
"Just tell me when:' "How soon can you come over?" "Twentyfour hours." . It didn't happen quite that fast.
But I resigned and came over.
When I did, Mac Bundy made very clear that he was going
to have two or three people who would be the President's men
in specific areas of responsibility. We sort of broadly
blocked the thing out. In effect, I would be operating not
just as an assistant to him but as the Presiaent's guy in
certain· policy areas. It turned out to be the Middle East
only as a matter of circumstance because the Iranian thing
that I mentioned earlier happened to come up and got tossed
my way. Then Middle East things naturally began falling that
way, and I ended up with the Middle East. This was not the
basis on which I was brought over, nor did I have any pretensions.
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The manner and style of the President's use of the Bundy
operation, particularly of Mac and Walt and Carl Kaysen,
but the rest of us, too, was never to have more than five or
six people in the thing. We had maybe twenty people in all,
but a lot of them were just normal liaison types of one kind
or another, or doin9 security jobs, or special details. The
inner groups was four, five, or six, seldom more. At the
moment, it is about four again.
Kennedy used us in, I would say, three ·r ather welldefined ways, possibly four. One was as eyes and ears. He
wanted to have his own people reporting to him on what was
interesting and important, since knowledge is of course the
key. You cannot depend on the · departments and agencies
to keep you fully clued on everything, and particularly on
things that they don't want you to know about in the .first
place until they have made up their own minds as to what
they think the situation is. Then they will tell you what
is going on.
So Kenaedy established right from the outset (and Bundy
followed through on that pronto), that he wanted a complete
flow of raw information over here; that we were going to get
all of the State cables; that we were going to get all of
the interesting intelligence; that this was going to come
over here raw, and there was going to b e a little operation
which would have at its fingertips at any time of the day
or night the latest word as it came in from the field. It's
hard to overestimate the importance of this, because when
you have the same information at your disposal as the people
that you are talking to have they can't give you a song and
dance.
Moreover, our operation was so sl i m and so quick that
we would have the information, and the President would get
the information, before the Secretary of State. The key
things would go over to the Secretary j ust as fast as they
would go' to the President, but some of the other things that
we got on to and said, "Gee, these are interesting," are
things that the Secretary of State normally can't keep up
with. Kennedy showed incredible quickness and absolute faithfulness in keeping up with intelligenaeand having Bundy interrupt him at all times of the day or night with the latest poop.
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He kept up with things that other senior officials around
town didn • t have time for.
It was amazing ·. So this eyes
and ears function was very important.
There's a second aspect of this eye and ears business,
which was this small group of guys going out and circulating
around town as the President's men and talking to middle
level and top level officials and getting an informal idea
of what differing views and attitudes were going around town.
We operated as sort of a shadow network . which clued the
President on what the bidding was before· a formal, interdepartmentally. cleared recommendation got up to him. In
many cases, he was able to move long before the bureaucracy
had finally gotten around to telling him how he ought to
move. Where speed was of the essence , this was extremely
important.
FARMER:

KOMER:

Surely this must have produced a different kind of
decision, a different kind of resolution.

Precisely, and I was going to get on to that, too.
I think the second vital~y important ~ aspect
was that the President had sources of independent
judgment and recommendation on what each issue was all about,
what ought to be done about it, from a little group of people
in whom he had confidence--in other words, sort of a double
check. He had open to him, in other· words, second-guessing
by a little group of people who would say, 11 This i s essentially what this problem means to us, Mr. · President. The
State Department doesn't agree. The Defense Department
takes yet a third position. But as we look at the thing, Mr.
President, this is how it nets out to us. Here is what we
think ogght to be done about it. 11 Of course, this was done
in a majority of cases orally through Bundy or Rostow, in
some cases in writing or orally through us. Take for an
example . the Yemen affair. In effect, I would be the action
officer for t he President--or in the Iranian affair or in a
number o'f others. The fact that he had an independent little
staff operation which was interpreting, analy sing, sec o ndguessing, double-checking the flow as it came in made his
ability to conduct Presidential d e cision-making at the t op
level doubly effective.

'---
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The third point, and this one I can make very brief
because it•s a perfectly obvious one, is the follow-through.
The purpose the OCB was supposed to serve, was to make sure
that the policy once decided upon gets carried out--which
is one of the hardest things in the world to do. That, of
course, was also a major function of the Bundy operation.
It was to keep tabs on things and see that the cable~ went
out and the responses we~e satisfactory, and that when the
policy wasn•t being executed, the President knew about it
so he could give another prod. You remember. how many times
I said that we went back at him and said·, 11 Mr. President,
we are not doing the things in Iran that we are supposed
to do. Let•s give them another needle, .. etc. This is kind
of an informal way of doing the job, and I will argue that
it just was an order of magnitude more effective than the
OCB machinery, primarily because of the instincts of the
President and the talent of the people like Bundy, Rostow,
and Kaysen that he had around him, also because of the nature
of the organi sm which he set up, which was a group of the
President•s men who were technically not Presidential appointees but who belonged to the National Security Council
staff. This was merely a budgetary .,device. Since NSC already had its own budget, it was sacrosanct. Somstead of
adding people to the White House Staff, Bundy carried them
all over here. But, in fact, Kennedy made very clear we
were his men, we . operated for him, we had qirect contact
with him. This gave us the poNer to . command the kind of
·results that he wanted--a fascinating exercise in a Presidential staff technique, which, insofar as I know, has been
unique in the history of the Presidency. Enough said.

